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Abstract

In this paper, adaptive tracking control is considered for a class of general nonlinear systems using multilayer neural networks
(MNNs). Firstly, the existence of an ideal implicit feedback linearization control (IFLC) is established based on implicit function

theory. Then, MNNs are introduced to reconstruct this ideal IFLC to approximately realize feedback linearization. The proposed
adaptive controller ensures that the system output tracks a given bounded reference signal and the tracking error converges to an "-
neighborhood of zero with " being a small design parameter, while stability of the closed-loop system is guaranteed. The e�ective-
ness of the proposed controller is illustrated through an application to composition control in a continuously stirred tank reactor

(CSTR) system. # 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recently, active research has been carried out on
neural network control for nonlinear dynamic systems
[1±16]. The massive parallelism, natural fault tolerance
and implicit programming of neural network computing
architectures suggest that they are good candidates for
implementing real-time adaptive control for nonlinear
dynamical systems. In the NN control design based on
backpropagation (BP) learning algorithm [1±3], su�-
cient o�-line training is required before control action is
initiated for achieving a stable closed-loop system. To
deal with such a requirement, stable adaptive NN
design methods have been proposed based on Lyapunov
stability theory in [4±9], which are applicable to a�ne
nonlinear system described by

_x � f1�x� � g1�x�u
y � h�x�

�
�1�

where f1�x� and g1�x� are smooth vector ®elds. In prac-
tice, many physical systems such as chemical reactions,
PH neutralization and distillation columns are inherently

nonlinear, whose input variables may enter in the systems
nonlinearly as described by the general form

_x � f�x; u�
y � h�x�

�
�2�

where x 2 Rn is the state vector, u 2 R is the input and
y 2 R is the output, and f��;�� and h��� are smooth vector
®elds. To solve the control problem for general non-
linear systems, neural networks have been used in [10±13]
for emulating the `inverse controller' to achieve tracking
control through o�-line training. It has been shown that
the adaptive controller proposed in [13] can guarantee
the stability of the closed-loop system when the uni-
formly persistently exciting (PE) condition is satis®ed.

Multilayer neural networks are general tools for
modelling nonlinear functions since they can approx-
imate any continuous nonlinear function to any desired
accuracy over a compact set [17]. In this work, a new
direct adaptive controller is developed for non-a�ne
system (2) using MNNs and Lyapunov stability techni-
que. It is shown that the tracking error converges to a
small neighborhood of zero and the closed-loop stability
is guaranteed without the requirement for o�-line
training and PE condition. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the class of nonlinear
systems under study and the concept of input±output
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linearization. In Section 3, structure and properties of
MNNs are presented. An adaptive NN controller and
stability analysis of the closed-loop system are discussed
in Section 4. In Section 5, the proposed method is used
to control a nonlinear CSTR system, in which the con-
trol input appears nonlinearly. Finally, Section 6 con-
tains the conclusion.

2. Input±output feedback linearization

In the following study, k�k denotes the 2-norm and
k�kF is the Frobenius norm, i.e. given A � �aij� 2 Rm�n,
k A k2F� tr ATA

� 	 �Pi;j a
2
ij. We have the following

properties for these de®nitions

k Ax k4 k A kF �k x k; k A kF 4
X
i;j

jaijj �3�

2.1. Problem formulation

The control objective of this paper is described as:
Given a desired trajectory, yd�t�, ®nd a control, u�t�,
such that the system output tracks the desired trajectory
with an acceptable accuracy, while all the closed-loop
signals remain bounded. In the case of controlling a�ne
nonlinear system (1), the problem is solvable if there
exists a control of the form

u � �1�x� � �2�x�w �4�

which results in a linear map from w to y with w being a
new control variable. The existence of such a linearizing
feedback is in turn guaranteed if system (1) possesses a
so-called ``relative degree'' from u to y [18]. Never-
theless, for non-a�ne system (2) it is in general not
possible to ®nd such an explicit linearizing feedback to
achieve feedback linearization. We next review the
`relative degree' introduced by Tsinias et al. [19] and
establish an implicit feedback linearization control for
general system (2).

Let Lfh denote the Lie derivate of the function h�x�
with respect to the vector ®eld f�x; u�

Lfh � @�h�x��
@x

f�x; u�

Higher-order Lie derivatives can be de®ned recursively
as Lk

f h � Lf�Lkÿ1
f h�, k > 1.

De®nition 1. System (2) is said to have relative degree �
at �x0; u0� if there exists a positive integer 14� <1
such that

@�Li
fh�
@u
� 0; i � 0; 1; . . . ; �ÿ 1

@�L�f h�
@u
6� 0

for all �x; u� 2 B�x0; u0�, a ball centered at �x0; u0� [19].

Let 
x � Rn and 
u � R be compact subsets con-
taining x0 and u0, respectively. System (2) is said to have
a strong relative degree � in a compact set U � 
x �
u

if it has relative degree � at every point �x0; u0� 2 U.

Assumption 1. System (2) possesses a strong relative
degree � � n, 8�x; u� 2 U.

Under Assumption 1, system (2) is feedback lineariz-
able and the mapping ��x� � ��1�x�; �2�x�; . . . ; �n�x�
with �j�x� � Ljÿ1

f h, j � 1; 2; . . . ; � has a Jacobian matrix
which is nonsingular for all x 2 
x [18]. Therefore, ��x�
is a di�eomorphism on 
x. By setting � � ��x�, system
(2) can be transformed into a normal form

_�i � �i�1; i � 1; . . . ; nÿ 1
_�n � b��; u�
y � �1

8<: �5�

with b��; u� � Ln
f h and x � �ÿ1���. De®ne the domain

of normal system (5) as

�U :� ��; u�j� 2 ��
x�; u 2 
u

� 	
Let the smooth function bu :� @�b��; u��=@u and the
continuous function _bu :� d�bu�=dt with an under-
standing that u constructed later belongs to C1.
According to Assumption 1 and De®nition 1, we have
@�b��; u��=@u 6� 0; 8��; u� 2 �U. This implies that the
smooth function bu is strictly either positive or negative
for all ��; u� 2 �U. We suppose that the sign of bu is
known, and without losing generality, we shall assume
bu > 0 in the following discussion.

Assumption 2. There exist positive constants b0, b1
and b2 such that b04bu4b1 and j _buj4b2 for all
��; u� 2 �U.

Remark 2.1. From the de®nition of bu, we know that bu
can be viewed as the control gain of normal system (5).
The requirement for bu5b0 means that the control gain of
the system is larger than a positive constant. Many feed-
back linearization methods for a�ne nonlinear systems
need such an assumption [18,20,21]. We also require the
absolute values of bu and _bu being bounded by positive
constants b1 and b2, respectively. In general, this does not
pose a strong restriction upon the class of systems. The
reason is that if the controller is continuous, the situation
in which a ®nite input causes an in®nitely large e�ect
upon the system rarely happen in physical systems due to
the smoothness of bu.
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2.2. Ideal implicit feedback linearization control

De®ne vectors �d, ��d and ~� as

�d � �yd; _yd; . . . ; y�nÿ1�d �T 2 Rn; ��d � ��Td ; y�n�d �T 2 Rn�1

~� � � ÿ �d � � ~�1; ~�2; . . . ; ~�n�T
�6�

and a ®ltered tracking error as

es � ��T 1� ~� �7�
where � � �l1; l2; . . . ; lnÿ1�T is an appropriately chosen
coe�cient vector such that ~��t� ! 0 as es ! 0, (i.e.
snÿ1 � lnÿ1snÿ2 � . . .� l1 is Hurwitz).

Assumption 3. The desired trajectory vector ��d is con-
tinuous and available, and k ��d k4c with c being a
known bound.

From system (5), the time derivative of the ®ltered
tracking error can be written as

_es � b��; u� ÿ y
�n�
d � �0 �T� ~�: �8�

We have the following lemma to establish the existence
of an ideal implicit feedback linearization control
(IFLC) input, u�, which can linearize system (2) and
bring the system output to the desired trajectory yd�t�.

Lemma. Consider system (2) satisfying Assumptions 1
to 3. For a given small constant " > 0, there exist a com-
pact subset �0 � ��
x� and an unique ideal IFLC input
u� 2 
u such that for all ��0� 2 �0, the error Eq. (8) can
be written in a linear form

_es � ÿ es
"

�9�

which leads to limt!1 jy�t� ÿ yd�t�j � 0.

Proof. Adding and subtracting es=" to the right-hand
side of the error Eq. (8), we obtain

_es � b��; u� � �ÿ 1

"
es �10�

where � is de®ned as

� � 1

"
es ÿ y

�n�
d � �0 �T� ~� �11�

Considering (6) and (11), we have @�=@u � 0. From
Assumption 1, @�b��; u��=@u 6� 0 holds for all ��; u� 2 �U.
Thus

@�b��; u� � ��
@u

6� 0; 8��; u� 2 �U:

Using the implicit function theorem [22], for every
desired trajectory yd�t� satisfying Assumption 3, there

exist a compact subset �0 � ��
x� and a unique local
solution u � ���; �� 2 
u such that b��; ���; ��� � � � 0
holds for all ��0� 2 �0. Thus, if we choose the ideal
IFLC input as

u��z� � ���; ��; z � ��T; �Td ; ��T 2 
z � R2n�1 �12�

where the compact set 
z is de®ned as


z �
���; �d; ��j� 2 ��
x�; k ��d k4c;

� � 1

"
es ÿ y

�n�
d � �0�T� ~�	 �13�

then

b��; u�� � � � 0: �14�

Therefore, under the action of u�, Eqs. (10) and (14)
imply that (9) holds. Since " > 0, Eq. (9) is asymptoti-
cally stable, i.e. limt!1 jesj � 0. Because snÿ1 � lnÿ1
snÿ2 � . . .� l1 is Hurwitz, we know that
limt!1 jy�t� ÿ yd�t�j � 0. Q.E.D.

Remark 2.2. In the above lemma, we assume that 
u is
large enough to achieve the control objective, i.e. a su�-
cient strong control input can be realized. If the region of

u is not large enough, the upper bound of the desired
trajectory ��d and the lower bound of parameter " should
be restricted.

The above lemma only suggests the existence of the
ideal IFLC input u�, it does not provide the method of
constructing it. In Section 3, we will use multilayer
neural networks to reconstruct the ideal IFLC u� for
realizing feedback linearization approximately.

3. Multilayer neural networks

A three-layer NN with one net output and 2n� 1
inputs is given by [5]

g�z� �
Xl

j�1
wjs

X2n�1
k�1

vjkzk � �vj
 !

� �w
" #

�15�

where the activation function s��� is chosen as

s�za� � 1

1� eÿza
; za 2 R �16�

vjk are the ®rst-to-second layer interconnection weights,
wj are the second-to-third layer interconnection weights,
�w and �vj are the threshold o�sets, the number of
hidden-layer neurons is l, and the number of input-layer
neurons is 2n� 1. De®ne
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�z � � �z1; �z2; . . . ; �z2n�2�T � �zT; 1�T 2 R2n�2

W � �w1;w2; . . . ;wl�T 2 Rl�1

V � �v1; v2; . . . ; vl�T 2 R�2n�2��l
�17�

with vi � �vi1; vi2; . . . ; vi2n�2�T, i � 1; 2; . . . ; l. The term
�z2n�2 � 1 in input vector �z allows one to include the
threshold vector ��v1; �v2; . . . ; �vl�T as the last column of
VT, so that V contains both the weights and thresholds
of the ®rst-to-second layer connections. Similarly, one
can incorporate the threshold �w in the weight W. Any
tuning of W and V then includes the tuning of the
thresholds automatically. The three-layer NN (15) can
be conveniently expressed as

g�z� �WTS�VT �z�

S�VT �z� � �s�vT1 �z�; s�vT2 �z�; . . . ; s�vTl �z��T

It has been proven that neural network WTS�VT �z�
satis®es the conditions of the Stone±Weierstrass
theorem and can therefore approximate any continuous
function to any desired accuracy over a compact set
[17]. Because the ideal IFLC input u��z� de®ned in (12)
is a continuous function on the compact set 
z, for an
arbitrary constant "N > 0, there exists an integer l (the
number of hidden neurons) and ideal constant weight
matrices W� 2 Rl�1 and V� 2 R�2n�2��l, such that

u��z� �W�TS�V�T �z� � uk�z� � "u�z�; 8z 2 
z �18�

where "u�z� is called the NN approximation error satis-
fying j"u�z�j4"N, 8z 2 
z, and the term uk�z� in (18) is a
prior continuous controller (possibly PI, PID or some
other type of controller), which is perhaps speci®ed via
heuristics or past experience with the application of
conventional direct control. The ideal constant weights
W� and V� are de®ned as

�W�;V�� :� arg min
�W;V�

sup
z2
z

jWTS�VT �z� � uk�z� ÿ u��z�j
� �

Assumption 4. On the compact set 
z, the ideal neural
network weights W�, V� and the NN approximation
error are bounded by

kW� k4wm; k V� kF 4vm; j"u�z�j4"l �19�

with wm, vm and "l being positive constants.
Let Ŵ and V̂ be the estimates of W� and V�, respec-

tively. The estimation errors of the weight matrices are
de®ned as

~W � ŴÿW�; ~V � V̂ÿ V� �20�

The Taylor series expansion S�V�T �z� for a given V̂T �z
may be written as

S�V�T �z� � S�cV̂T �z� ÿ Ŝ 0 ~VT �z�O� ~VT �z�2: �21�

where Ŝ0 � diagfŝ01; ŝ02; . . . ; ŝ0lg with ŝ0i � s0�v̂Ti �z� � d�s�za��=
dzajza�v̂Ti �z, i � 1; 2; . . . ; l and O� ~VT �z�2 denotes the sum of
the high order terms in the Taylor series expansion.
Using (20) and (21), the function approximation error
can be written as

ŴTS�V̂T �z� ÿW�TS�V�T �z�
� � ~W�W��TS�V̂T �z� ÿW�T�s�V̂T �z�
ÿ Ŝ0 ~VT �z�O� ~VT �z�2�
� ~WTS�V̂T �z� � �Ŵÿ ~W�TŜ0 ~VT �zÿW�TO� ~VT �z�2

� ~WTS�V̂T �z� � ŴTŜ0 ~VT �z

ÿ ~WTŜ0�V̂ÿ V��T �zÿW�TO� ~VT �z�2

� ~WT�Ŝÿ Ŝ0V̂T �z� � ŴTŜ0 ~VT �z� du

�22�

where Ŝ � S�V̂T �z� and the residual term du is de®ned as

du � ~WTŜ0V�T �zÿW�TO� ~VT �z�2 �23�

Lemma 3.1. There exist positive constants �1 to �4 such
that the residual term du is bounded by

jduj4�1 � �2jesj � �3 k ~W k � �4 k ~W k jesj �24�

Proof. See Appendix A.

4. Direct adaptive control using MNNs

Let the MNN controller take the form

u � ŴTS�V̂T �z� � uk�z� � ub �25�

ub � ÿksjesjes �26�

where ks > 0 is a design parameter. The ®rst term
ŴTS(V̂T �z� in controller (25) is used to approximate the
ideal IFLC input u� for feedback-linearization. The
second term, uk�z�, is a prior control term based on
prior model or past experience to improve the initial
control performance. If such a priori knowledge is not
available, uk can be simply set to zero. The third term,
ub, is called the bounding control term, which is applied
for guaranteeing the boundedness of the system states.

By using Mean Value Theorem in [23], there exists
l 2 �0; 1� such that
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b��; u� � b��; u�� � bul �uÿ u�� �27�

where bul � @�b��; u��=@uju�ul with ul � lu� �1ÿ l�u�.
Considering (14) and (27), the error system (10) can be
rewritten as

_es � ÿ 1

"
es � bul�uÿ u��:

Since b15bul5b0 > 0 (Assumption 2), we have

bÿ1ul
_es � ÿ 1

"
bÿ1ul

es � uÿ u� �28�

Substituting (18) and (25) into (28) and noting (22), we
obtain

bÿ1ul
_es � ÿ 1

"
bÿ1ul

es � ~WT�Ŝÿ Ŝ0V̂T �z�
� ŴTŜ0 ~VT �zÿ ksjesjes ÿ "u�z� � du

�29�

The MNN weight updating algorithms are presented as
follows

_̂
W � ÿÿw��Ŝÿ Ŝ0V̂T �z�es � �w�1� e2s �Ŵ� �30�

_̂
V � ÿÿv� �zŴTŜ0es � �vV̂� �31�

where ÿw � ÿT
w > 0, ÿv � ÿT

v > 0, �w > 0 and �v > 0 are
constant design parameters. The ®rst terms on the right-
hand sides of (30) and (31) are the modi®ed back-
propagation algorithms and the last terms of them
correspond to the �ÿmodi®cation [25] terms in adap-
tive control, which are helpful to guarantee bounded
parameter estimates in the presence of NN approxima-
tion error. The main results of this paper are given in
the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1 For the closed-loop system (2), (25),
(30) and (31), there exist a compact subset 
0 and
positive constants c� and k�s such that if

i. all initial states ��0� 2 �0, �Ŵ�0�; V̂�0�� 2 
0, and
ii. c4c� and ks5k�s ,

then the tracking error converges to an
"ÿneighborhood of the origin and all the states and con-
trol input of the system remain in the compact set �U.

Proof. See Appendix B.

Remark 4.1. Compared with the traditional exact line-
arization techniques, the proposed adaptive NN control
method needs not to search for an explicit controller to
cancel the nonlinearities of the system. In fact, even if
functions f�x; u� and h�x� in (2) are known exactly, there
does not always exist an explicit controller for feedback
linearization. Instead of solving the implicit function to

get the ideal controller u�, multilayer neural networks are
applied to reconstruct the ideal IFLC input u� for achiev-
ing approximate feedback linearization.

Remark 4.2. The bounding control term, ub, in con-
troller (25) is used to limit the upper bounds of the system
states, therefore guarantees the validities of the strong
relative degree and the NN approximation in assumptions
1 and 4, respectively. The developed adaptive method also
accommodates the existence of prior control term, uk,
such that control engineers can plug in the proposed NN
technique to work in parallel to improve the control per-
formance.

Remark 4.3. The choices of controller parameters are
important for obtaining a good control performance and
worth to be discussed. It can be seen from (53) that the
larger the number of NN nodes is, the smaller the track-
ing error will be. Therefore, if a high tracking accuracy is
required, small ", large ks and l should be chosen. How-
ever, the multilayer neural networks with a larger hidden
node number l usually make the controller more complex
and increase the computation burden for the control sys-
tem. Hence, there is a design trade-o� between MNN
complexity and system tracking error accuracy.

Remark 4.4. Theorem 4.1 shows that the boundedness
of the system states and the convergence of tracking error
are guaranteed without the requirement of PE condition,
which is very important for practical applications because
PE condition is di�cult to check/guarantee in adaptive
systems. The results indicate that although convergence of
the NN weight estimates is not achieved in the absence of
PE condition, the tracking error is guaranteed to con-
verge to an "ÿneighborhood of zero.

5. Application

The continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) system
given by Lightbody and Irwin [16] is shown in Fig. 1.
This system consists of a constant volume reactor
cooled by a single coolant stream ¯owing in a cocurrent
fashion. An irreversible, exothermic reaction, A! B,
occurs in the tank. The objective is to control the e�u-
ent concentration, Ca, by manipulating the coolant ¯ow
rate, qc. The process is described by the following dif-
ferential equations

_Ca � q

V
�Ca0 ÿ Ca� ÿ a0Cae

ÿ E
RTa �32�

_Ta � q

V
�Tf ÿ Ta� � a1Cae

ÿ E
RTa

� a3qc�1ÿ eÿ
a2
qc ��Tcf ÿ Ta�

�33�
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where variables Ca and Ta are the concentration and
temperature of the tank, respectively; the coolant ¯ow
rate qc is the control input; and the parameters of the
system are given in Table 1.

De®ne the state variables, input and output as

x � �x1; x2�T � �Ca;Ta�T; u � qc; y � Ca

System (32)±(33) can be written in the form of system
(2):

_x � f�x; u� �
1ÿ x1 ÿ a0x1e

ÿ104

x2

350ÿ x2 � a1x1e
ÿ104

x2 � a3u�1ÿ eÿ
a2
u ��350ÿ x2�

24 35
�34�

y � h�x� � x1

Obviously, the model is not in a�ne form, because the
control input, u, appears nonlinearly in (34).

From the parameters given in Table 1 and the irre-
versible exothermic property of the chemical process, we
obtain the operating region of the states and control
input as follows

0 < x1 < 1; h15x2 > 350; 04u4h2 �35�

where constant h1 is the highest temperature of the
reactor and constant h2 is the maximum value of the
coolant ¯ow rate. Since

_y � Lfh � 1ÿ x1 ÿ a0x1e
ÿ104

x2 ;
@ _y

@u
� 0;

�y � L2
f h � ÿ _x1 ÿ a0 _x1 � 104x1 _x2

x22

� �
e
ÿ104

x2

and

bu �
@L2

f h

@u

� 104a0a3x1e
ÿ104

x2
�x2 ÿ 350�

x22
1ÿ eÿ

a2
u ÿ a2

u
eÿ

a2
u

� �

we have

1ÿ eÿ
a2
u ÿ a2

u
eÿ

a2
u � 1ÿ 1� a2

u

� �
eÿ�1�

a2
u �e > 0

by noticing the fact that �1� w�eÿ�1�w� < eÿ1 for all
w > 0. Consider the parameters shown in Table 1 and
the operating region (35), we know that there indeed
exist positive constants b0 and b1 such that b04bu4b1.
Therefore the plant is of relative degree 2 and Assump-
tions 1 and 2 are satis®ed under operating condition
(35). The above analysis is just to check the validity of
the assumptions made in this paper. Since the exact
model of CSTR is di�cult to be known in practice, in
the following simulation study, we design an adaptive
NN controller without the prior model of the CSTR.
The control objective is to make the concentration, y,
track the set-point step change signal r�t�.

To show the e�ectiveness of the proposed method,
two controllers are studied for comparison. A ®xed-gain
proportional plus integral (PI) control law is ®rst used
as follows

upi � kc�rÿ y� � kc
Ti

�t
0

�rÿ y�d� �36�

with kc � 440 L2=mol min and Ti � 0:25 min [16]. The
parameters of the PI controller are selected to give an
adequate response for step changes r�t� in the set-points
of �0.02mol/l about the nominal product concentra-
tion of 0.1mol/l. The dashed lines in Figs. 2±4 indicate
the output, tracking error and input of the system using
PI controller (36), respectively. The PI controller cannot
provide a good tracking response due to the e�ects of
the nonlinearities.

The adaptive controller based on MNNs proposed in
Section 4 is applied to the CSTR system. In order to
obtain a smooth reference signal, we use a linear refer-
ence model to shape the discontinuous reference signal
r�t� to get the desired signals yd, _yd and �yd. The reference
model is taken as

yd�s�
r�s� �

w2
n

s2 � 2�nwns� w2
n

where wn � 5:0 rad=min and �n � 1:0. The signals es and
� are generated by

Fig. 1. Continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) system.
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Table 1

CSTR parameters

Parameter Description Nominal value

q Process ¯owrate 100ml/min

Ca0 Concentration of component A 1 mol=l
Tf Feed temperature 350K

Tcf Inlet coolant temperature 350K

V Volume of tank 100 l

ha Heat transfer coe�cient 7�105 J/minK

a0 Preexponential factor 7.2�1010minÿ1

E/R Activation energy 1�104K
�ÿ�H� Heat of reaction 2�104 cal/mol

�1; �c Liquid densities 1�103 g/l
Cp;Cpc Heat capacities 1 cal/gK

a1 � �ÿ�H�a0
�1Cp

� 1:44� 1013 a2 � ha
�cCpc
� 6:987� 102 a3 � �cCpc

�1CpV
� 0:01

Fig. 2. Output tracking (yd, -.-; PI control - -; NN control Ð-).

Fig. 3. Tracking errors yÿ yd (PI control - -; NN control Ð-).

Fig. 4. Control input (PI control - -, NN control Ð-).
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es � l1�yÿ yd� � _yÿ _yd

� � 1

"
es ÿ �yd � l1� _yÿ _yd�

with l1 � 3:0 and " � 0:1. The controller is taken as

u�t� � ŴTS�V̂T �z� � upi ÿ ksjesjes �37�

The input vector of MNNs is chosen as
�z � �y; _y; yd; _yd; �; 1�T. The gain ks � 100:0 and the NN
node number l � 10 are used in the simulation. The
parameters in the weight updating laws (30) and (31) are
chosen as ÿw � diag 2:0f g, ÿ� � diag 100:0f g, �w � 0:2
and �� � 4:0� 10ÿ4. The initial conditions are x�0� �
�0:1; 440:0�T, upi�0� � 100:0, yd�0� � 0:1, _yd�0� � 0:0,
�yd�0� � 0:0 and Ŵ�0� � �0�. The initial weight V̂�0� is
taken randomly in the interval [ÿ1,1].

The solid lines in Figs. 2±4 shows the output, tracking
error and input of the system using adaptive MNN
controller (37). Comparing the set-point responses and
the tracking errors in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, the
adaptive NN controller presents better control perfor-
mance than that of the PI controller. It should be
noticed that though we choose the initial weight

Ŵ�0� � 0:0 and V̂�0� randomly, the set-point tracking
of the NN controller is still guaranteed during the initial
period. This is due to the choice of the PI control, upi, as
the prior control term. Fig. 4 indicates that a stronger
control action is needed when using NN controller (37),
which is not surprising from a practical point of view. The
boundedness of the NN weight estimates are indicated in
Fig. 5. To show the e�ectiveness of neural networks
further, the responses of the bounding controller and
neural network outputs are shown in Fig. 6. It is found
that the magnitude of ub is much smaller than that of
neural networks. Therefore, the neural networks plays a
major role in improving the control performance.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel adaptive control design
approach has been developed for a general class of
nonlinear systems based on multilayer neural networks.
The proposed adaptive controller guarantees the
tracking error converging to a small neighborhood of
zero, while the closed-loop system is proven to be
regionally stable. The rigorous theoretical analysis and
application study show that the developed approach
possesses great potential for the control of general
nonlinear systems.

Fig. 5. NN weights k Ŵ k (Ð-) and jV̂jF (- -).

Fig. 6. Responses of the bounding control ub (Ð-) and NN output (- -).
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 3.1

The derivative of the sigmoid activation function (16)
with respect to za is

s0�za� � d�s�za��
dza

� eÿza

�1� eÿza�2
�38�

It is easy to check that 04s0�za�40:25 and
jzas0�za�j40:2239, 8za 2 R. Using the properties of the
Frobenius norm in (3), we have

k Ŝ0 k4
Xl
i�1l

s0�v̂Ti �z�40:25l;

k Ŝ0V̂T �z k4
Xl
i�1
jv̂Ti �zs0�v̂Ti �z�j40:2239l

�39�

From (21), we know that the high order term O� ~VT �z�2 is
bounded by

k O� ~VT �z�2 k4 k Ŝ0 ~VT �z k � k S�V�T �z� ÿ S�V̂T �z� k
4 k Ŝ0V̂T �z k � k Ŝ0V�T �z k � k S�V�T �z� ÿ S�V̂T �z� k
4 k Ŝ0V̂T �z k � k Ŝ0 kF � kV�kF � �zk�k S�V�T �z�ÿS�V̂T �z� k

�40�

Considering (39), k V� kF 4vm (Assumption 4) and
k S�V�T �z� k4l, we have

k O� ~VT �z�2 k41:2239l� 0:25vml k �z k �41�

By (23), it can be seen that

jduj4j ~WTŜ0V�T �zj � jW�TO� ~VT �z�2j
4vm k ~W k�k Ŝ0 kF �k �z k �wm k O� ~VT �z�2 k

�42�

Using (39)±(41), inequality (42) can be further written as

jduj40:25vml k ~W kk �z k �wm�1:2239l� 0:25vm k �z k�
�43�

By choosing c0 � 1:2239wml, c1 � 0:25wmvm and
c2 � 0:25vml, it follows that

jduj4c0 � c1 k �z k �c2 k ~W kk �z k �44�

According to the de®nitions of z and �z in (12) and (17),
respectively, �z is bounded by

k �z k4 k z k �14 k � k � k �d k �j�j � 1 �45�

Considering (6), (7) and Assumption 3, we can derive
k � k4d1 k �d k �d2jesj with constants d1, d2 > 0. Using

(11), there exist computable positive constants c3 and c4,
such that k �z k4c3 � c4jesj. Substituting it into (44) and
letting �1 � c0 � c1c3, �2 � c1c4, �3 � c2c3 and �4 � c2c4,
we conclude that (24) holds. Q.E.D.

Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 4.1

The proof includes two parts. We ®rst assume that
the system trajectories remain in the compact set �U, in
which the NN approximation in Assumption 4 is valid.
With this assumption, we prove the tracking error con-
verging to an "ÿneighborhood of the origin. Later, we
show that for a suitable reference signal yd�t� and the
proper choice of controller parameters, the trajectories
do remain in the compact set �U for all time.

Part 1: Choosing the Lyapunov function candidate

V1 � 1

2
�bÿ1ul

e2s � ~WTÿÿ1w
~W� tr ~VTÿÿ1v

~V
� 	� �46�

and di�erentiating (46) along (29)±(31), we have

_V1 � es

�
ÿ 1

"
bÿ1ul

es � ~WT�Ŝÿ Ŝ0V̂T �z� � ŴTŜ0 ~VT �z� du

ÿ ksjesjes ÿ "u�z�
�
� 1

2

d�bÿ1ul
�

dt
e2s � ~WTÿÿ1w

_~W

� tr ~VTÿÿ1v
_~V

n o
� ÿksjesje2s ÿ

1

"
bÿ1ul

e2s ÿ
_bul
2b2ul

e2s

� �du ÿ "u�z��es ÿ �w�1� e2s � ~WTŴÿ �vtr ~VTV̂
n o

By completing the squares it is shown that
2 ~WTŴ4 k ~W k2 ÿ kW� k2 and 2tr ~VTV̂

n o
4 k ~V k2F ÿ

k V� k2F. Noticing (19) and (24), we obtain

_V14ÿ ksjesj3 ÿ 1

"
bÿ1ul e

2
s ÿ

_bul
2b2ul

e2s ÿ
�w
2
�e2s � 1��k ~W k2

ÿ kW� k2� ÿ �v
2
�k ~V k2F ÿ k V� k2F� � jesj��1 � �2jesj

� �3 k ~W k ��4 k ~W k jesj � "1�4ÿ ksjesj3

ÿ 1

"
bÿ1ul

e2s ÿ
�w
2
e2s k ~W k2 ÿ �w

2
k ~W k2 ÿ �w

2
k ~V k2F

�
� j _bul j
2b2ul
� �2 � �w

2
kW� k2

�
e2s � �"l � �1�jesj

� �3 k ~W k jesj � �4 k ~W k e2s �
�w
2
kW� k2 � �v

2
k V� k2F
�47�

Since �3 k ~W k jesj4 �w
4 k ~W k2 e2s � �2

3

�w
, �4 k ~W k e2s4 �w

4k ~W k2 e2s � �2
4

�w
e2s , j _bul j=2b2ul4b2=2b

2
0 and bÿ1ul

5bÿ11

(Assumption 2), inequality (47) can further be written
as
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_V14ÿ ksjesj3 ÿ 1

"
bÿ11 e2s ÿ

�w
2
k ~W k2

ÿ �v
2
k ~V k2F ��0e2s � �1jesj � �2

�48�

where �0 to �2 are positive constants de®ned by

�0 � b2

2b20
� �2 � �w

2
kW� k2 � �

2
4

�w
�49�

�1 � "1 � �1 �50�

�2 � �w
2
kW� k2 � �v

2
k V� k2F �

�23
�w

�51�

Noticing 2�0e
2
s4

ks
2 jesj3 �

2�2
0

ks
jesj and

2�2
0

ks
� �1

� �
jesj

4�0e
2
s � �2�

2
0
��1ks�2
4k2s�0

, we have

�0e
2
s � �1jesj4

ks
2
jesj3 � �2�

2
0 � �1ks�2
4k2s�0

Thus inequality (48) can be written as

_V14ÿ ks
2
jesj3 ÿ 1

"b1
e2s ÿ

�w
2
k ~W k2 ÿ �v

2
k ~V k2F �D

�52�

where D � �2 � �2�20 � �1ks�2=4k2s�0. Now de®ne

�e :� esjjesj4min
2D

ks

� �1
3

;
�����������
"Db1

p( )( )
�53�

�w :� � ~W; ~V�j k ~W k4
�������
2D

�w

s
; k ~V kF 4

�������
2D

�v

s( )
�54�

� :�
�
�es; ~W; ~V�j ks

2
jesj3 � 1

"b1
e2s

� �w
2
k ~W k2 � �v

2
k ~V k2F 4D

� �55�

Since D, " and ks are positive constants, we know that
�e, �w and � are compact sets. Thus _V1 < 0 as long as
V1 is outside the compact set �. According to a stan-
dard Lyapunov theorem [24], we conclude that es, ~W
and ~V are bounded. It follows from (52) and (53) that
_V1 is strictly negative as long as es is outside the com-
pact set �e. Therefore, there exists a constant T0 such
that for t > T0, es converges to �e.

Let the vector � � � ~�1; ~�2; . . . ; ~��ÿ1�T, then a state
representation for the mapping (7) is _� � A� � bes with

A �

0 1 . . . 0

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

0 0 . . . 1

ÿl1 ÿl2 . . . ÿl�ÿ1

266664
377775 2 R��ÿ1����ÿ1�;

b �

0

..

.

0

1

266664
377775 2 R�ÿ1

�56�

As s�ÿ1 � l�ÿ1s�ÿ2 � . . .� l1 is Hurwitz, we know that
A is a stable matrix. Therefore there exist constants
k0 > 0 and l0 > 0 such that k eAt k4k0e

ÿl0t. The solu-
tion for � can be expressed as ��t� � ��0�eAt
� � t0 eA�tÿ��besd�. Noting k es k4Em for t > T1, we
conclude that

j��t�j4k0e
ÿl0t k ��0� k � 1ÿ eÿl0t

l0
k0Em

4k0e
ÿl0t k ��0� k � k0Em

l0
; 8t > T0

�57�

where Em � min
n

2D
Ks

� �1
3

;
�����������
"Db1
p o

and k0e
ÿl0t k ��0� k

decays exponentially. This con®rms that the tracking
error yÿ yd � ~�1 will converge to an "ÿneighborhood of
the origin.

Part 2. To complete the proof, we need to prove that
for a suitable tracking signal yd�t� and the appropriate
design parameters, the trajectories do remain in the
compact set �U. From (7) and ~� � ��T; ~���T, it is shown
that ~�� � es ÿ�T�. Considering (53) and (57), there
exist positive constants �k0 and �k1 such that

k ~��t� k4 k ��t� k �j ~���t�j4 �k0e
ÿl0t k ��0� k � �k1Em

�58�
From the analysis of Part 1, we know that _V140 as
long as �es; ~W; ~V� is outside the compact set �. Let


D1 :� �es; ~W; ~V�jV14D1

� 	 �59�

E :� inf D1j
D1
� �

� 	
Clearly, all trajectories starting in 
E will remain in 
E

for all time. We can also see that E is a function of c, ",
ks and "1, and

i. "1 can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the
number of the MNN nodes l, and

ii. inequality (58) implies that k � k4 �k0e
ÿl0t k ���0� k

� �k1Em� k �d k,
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Hence, there do exist a compact set 
0, and positive
constants c� and k�s such that for all ��0� 2 �0,
�Ŵ�0�; V̂�0�� 2 
0, c4c� and ks5k�s , we have

�es; ~W; ~V� 2 
E ) ��; u� 2 �U

This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
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